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[ Abstract: A new, electrically biasable, semi-closed divertor temperature) in ELM.ing H-mode plasmas. Therefore, low col-
i; was installed and operated in the DIII-D lower outside diver- lisionalJty H-mode plasmas can be expected in DIII-D when
t tor location. The semi-closed divertor has yielded static gas cryogenic pumping with high particle removed is installed in the

pressure buildups in the pumping plenum in excess of 10 mtorr, near future.
(The planned cryogenic pumping is not yet installed.) Elec-

The DIII-D Advanced Divertor Program (ADP) is a multi-tricM bias controls the distribution of particle recycle between
institutional undertaking to gain increased control over the

the inner and outer divertors by E x /_ drifts. Depending on divertor, particle fluxes, plasma-facing surfaces, the tokamak
sign, bias increases or decreases the plenum gas pressure. Bias boundary and indirectly over the core plasma. The ultimate ob-
o_matly reduces the sensitivity of plenum pressure to sepamtrix jective is to gain sufficient knowledge to design divertors for the
position. In particular,/_ x B drifts in the DIII-D geometry can long-pulse, high-power phase of DIII-D and for future tokamaks.
direct plasma across a divertor target and then optimally into In the first phase of the program, reported here, the DIII-D
the pumping aperture. Bias, even without active pumping, has divertor was equipped with a divertor electrode and plenum
also demonstrated a limited control of ELM.ing H-mode plasma chamber.
density.

Hardware
Introduction

The DIII-D lower divertor was modified bv addition of a
The poloidal divertor is presently favored for next-step, toroidally symmetric, graphite-armoured, water-cooled divertor

high-power tokamaks. The divertor guides a thin boundary layer electrode having 20 kA capability [2]. This electrode was placed
of escaping plasma (scrapeoff layer, SOL) just outside the sepa- at the entrance to a new gas plenum, which will soon contain
ratrix, along magnetic field lines to the divertor targets, where liquid He cryogenic pumping. These components are illustrated
the plasma deposits its heat and is neutralized, in Fig. 1. The result is an electrically biasable, semi-closed

At present it "_sthought that the high divertor peak heat divertor.
flux in tokamak reactors can be handled by oscillating the sep- The design of the new divertor hardware has been de-
axatrix divertor intercept (strike) positions in time, in order to scribed in detail [2]. Here it is sufficient to note that the etec-
reduce the time averaged peak heat flux. However, it is then trode is electrically insulated laterally from the vacuum vessel
difficult to provide an efficient pumping geometry, where the by two plasma-facing rings of BN tiles (Union Carbide, type
neu,ralized particles are close to the pump duct entrance and HBC diffusion bonded BN). The lower and outer electrode sur-
gas backstreaming is blocked by the divertor plasma. Our ex- faces are insulated by mica and AI20_ pieces. Electrical power
periments have demonstrated exhaust augmentation by _n ex- is supplied between the electrode and the metal vacuum vessel.
ternally applied electric field in a tokamak divertor under reactor Ali vacuum vessel surfaces that interact with plasma are coy-
relevant conditions [1!. We find further that this technique can ered with graphite tiles, all of which are in electrical contact
direct plasma across a divertor target and then optimally into a with the vessel. The electrodes are not heated and do not reach
ptmlping aperture by means of the E x/_ drift, temperatures during operation at which thermic.nic emission is

The divertor also defines the confined plasma boundary, important. Four toroidally distributed feed conductors axe used
and influences the central plasma. The high-confinement to ensure that local magnetic errors are small, even at the 20 kA
H-mode is readily produced in diverted plasmas, but only with design maximum electrode current. To date the electrode has
great difficulty in other configurations. The physics of the applied up to 12 kA and 550 V to diverted plasmas.
H-mode is thought to depend on conditions at or very near Divertor diagnostics include: electrode voltage and current
the plasma boundary, in particular on the gradient of the radial measurements; an arrav of current monitors to measure cur-
electric field. The H-mode has had an operational limitation, rent into selected ¢acuum vessel tiles (tile current array); three
in that the H-mode plasma adopts a density that is not under magnetically shielded, fast response ionization pressure gauges
operator control. This phenomenon has limited _he application located in the plenum, under the divertor X-point, and in an
of wave and neutral beam current drive to H-mode plasmas, be- opening to the main torus.just above the plenum; IR and filteredcause the natural H-mode density and hence collisionalitv _r,- .-:-:_-.....

..... _,_,u,_ , v cameras viewing the chvertor from above; a filtered ,_lr_
too high for efficient current drive. We have used E × /_ diver- visible TV caxnera viewing the divertor region tangentially: H_-
tor pumping to reduce collisionality (reduce density and increase filtered photodiodes viewing the divertor and wall: and a new
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additional outward displacement. Pressures under the X-point
and above the plenum remain low at Ml times.

_BT Plenum pressure at the optimum (highest pressure) sepa-
ratrix location depends on several parameters, including plasma

density and divertor surface condition. The pressure depends

/_ / alsoon neutral beam heating power as shown in Fig.3 for ELM-
\_ R_ ing II-mode. Pressur_ on the order of I0 retortare typicaJJyob-£1ectao¢_ _

, tained, and this will be sufficient for practical high-throughput

, w_ // plification factors >10 axe operative. To check whether this is

reasonable, two cases were simulated by the B2 edge transport

code. The code is constrained by matching the available edge

Thomson scattering and nq.TV divertor heat flux data and yields

estimates of particle fluxes at the entrance aperture, which axe
used by the DEGAS Monte Carlo neutrals code to calculate the

plenum pressure. The calculations give pressures of 5 mtorr for

! 7.5 MW heating and 12 retort for 14 MW, in reasonable agree-
i,_t_! --J ment with experiment.

Fig. 1. The Dill-E) divertor electrode and pumping plenum. Normal ElectricalDivertorParticleControl
_, toroidal magnetic field and plasma current directions are indicated. The

major axis is to the left. The effect of divertor bias has been studied in Ohmic,
: L-mode and ELMing H-mode single-null diverted discharges.

For the standard DIII-D toroidal magnetic field and plasma cur-
array of Langmuir probes in the divertor floor. Neither the inner

r.,mt directions, indicated in Fig. 1, negative electrode potential
electrode face nor the plenum entrance are viewed or sampled
by the present set of diagnostics, except by the tangential TV. relative to the vacuum vessel increases the plenum gas pressure

- and decreases partidie recycling at the inner divertor, the in-

The separatrix strike positions are controlled by the ner wall and the (outer)limiter. On the other hand, positive

X-point location, which in turn is controlled by the current dis- bias potential decreases the plenum gas pressure and increases
tribution in the lower poloidal field shaping coils. The outer recycling at the in.new divertor, inner wall and Limiter. These

. : strike position can be varied smoothly from the middle of the effects are qualitatiwsly present, whether the separatrix strikes
divertor floor to the upper surface of the ring electrode. The the electrode or the vessel floor, so long as it is close enough for

I separatrix location is calculated from measured magnetic fields the divertor plasma to interact with the biased electrode. Gas
and fluxes around the plasma by the EFIT MHD equilibrium pressure remains low under the X-point at all times. The bias

fitting code, modified to include non-zero plasma current in the electrical power in these experiments is typically 1 MW. Some of
SOL [3]. this power is radiated, while the remainder appears at the diver-

i tor electrodes as heat. Electrode operation does not contribute

i Semi-Closed Divertor to plasma impuriti_L

I The dependence of the plenum gas static pre_ure on sepa- Figure 4 shows the dependence of the peak plenum gas

.,' ratrix position was studied by sweeping the X-point slowly in the pressure, measured (luring slow divertor sweeping as in Fig. 2, as
radial direction while maintaining otherwise unvarying plasma a function of electrocle potential. Data are presented for H-mode
conditions. The electrode was kept at vessel potential. This

experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2. The plenum gas pressure in-

!1'_ creases as the separatrix nears the entrance aperture. The max- o
imum pressure occurs when the separatrix is within about 1 _

t of intercepting the lower inside corner of the electrode. (1 cm

l is approximately the uncertainty of the EFIT calculation and is ©

:.11 also approximately the width of the lines used in the figure to
draw the sepazatrix.) The pressure then decreases rapidly with

L.
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Fig. 2. Plenum and X-point gas pressuresduring a slow outward divertor Fig. 3. Plenum gas pressure at optin_um position vs. neutral beam power,

__[ sweep for the divertor electrode at vessel potential (bias = 0 V). during ELMing H-mode at 1 MA, 2.1 T, and 0 V bias.I 2
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pla.smas at two heating powers and for medium density l fi, =

2.3 _ 2.5 :< :019 m-3) Ohmic and L-mode plasma.s, aLI at BE =

2.1 T, I_ = 1 ),lA and standard field directions. The dependence
on bias potential appears to be monotonic in all cases where

data is available. Positive (negative) bias decreases (increases)
the pressure. Reversal of the toroidal field direction reverses the

roles of positive and negative bias, indicating a role for /_ x /_ Epdrifts.

The observed changes to the particle recycling and plenum Ep x BT
pressure axe qualitatively consistent with the expected conse-

quences of bias-induced drift velocity, 5"E = E x BT/B?r , in the
SOL [4,5]. As illustrated in Fig. 5, which is drawn for standard (£) BT

DIII-D field directions, the bias voltage establishes a poloidal

electric field Ep within the magnetic surfaces contacting the
electrode, and the resulting "radial" vg would yield the observed

recycling changes at the inner and outer walls. Figure 5 also Er x BT
shows that a "radial" electric field E,. is established normal to

the biased magnetic surfaces. WLen the separatrix strikes be- Er

low the electrode, E_ x/_T produces a poloidal flow in the SOL Er

between the separatrix a.ud the biased surface, directing plasma ELECTRODE
toward the inner (outer) divertor for positive (negative) bias po-

tential, respectively. This is again in qualitative agreement with _.
the recycling and plenum pressure observations.

The electric potential distribution becomes more compll- VESSEL INSULATOR
cated when the separatrix strikes the electrode. The potential o-
distribution is shown qualitatively for this case in Fig. 6. Large
E,. appears as a consequence of potential jumps across a thin Fig. 5. Illustration ,_f ]_p x ]_T radial flow and Z_ x ]_T poloidal flows
boundary, layer near the separatrix. (Just inside the separatrix when the separatrix strikes below the divertor electrode in DIii-{).
Ep must be small, so the potential difference between large and
small major radius SOL must appear across a boundary layer.)
Large E,. also appears in boundary layers separating biased mag-

netic surfaces from surfaces contacting insulators at one end and

the vessel at the other. (Leakage of current across/_ is small, so

such surfaces remain close to vessel potential.) As seen in Fig. 6,

the /_ x /_T flow, which is along equipotentials, drives plasma
across the SOL, the divertor separatrix and the "arch" surfaces

below the X-point. Then, the large E,. in the boundary layer

grazing the lower inside corner of the electrode drives the plasma

rapidly into the plenum entrance. Although plasma striking the
electrode before reaching the plenum entrance is neutralized,

== _ BTv-

= \
0 .

E o_ _lX__@
"- \_5----c3--._
co (,ao

c:= " O_\ _'._ \_r¢_, \\ ----Insulator
@-- "_.,-- \ ^ Xr,, \ ....

\_..._% _____ Fig.6. Qualitativeillustrationof equipotentialsand resultingZ x BT
flows when the separatrix strikes the divertor electrode in DIII-D.

o !

-300 0 300 most of the neutral atoms are reionized near the neutralization

Divertor Electrode-to-Vessel Voltage site by the dense divertor plasma, and the reborn ions are subject

to _he same drifts. Therefore, all outer SOL ions, except those
Fig. 4. Plenum gas pressure at optimum position vs. bias for four plasma that get buried in electrode and floor material, eventuallv reach

conditions. Ohmic and L-mode chord average electron densities are the plenum entrance at the optimum position for pumping. Ex-2.3 --, 2.5 × I019 m -3 Ali ooints are fr,, I MA _,,,4 9 I -r" ,,,.,-;__,_u.. ,t.:_ ,
• • .............. v .......... _,, _ma pfuc_ reuuces the sensitivity oi" the plenum



pressure dependence on separatrix strike position, most notably

when the separatrix strikes the electrode. Figure 7 shows that Bla_ (k\)

even when the separatrix struck the upper inside comer of the ............... ' .........
electrode, 7 cm above the ton of the plenum entrance aperture, - ........ ,- .................................

the bac_te pressure with bias was almost as high as the pressure -_ _,._.

for the separatrix optimally positioned in the aperture without
-0.4

bias (points from Fig. 3). "vVhen the sepaxatrix is in the high po-

sition, the pressures with bias axe about four times higher than lC/° J Ne. tta^-3)

those without, l " ........

The biased divertor acts as an /_ x /_ plasma pump. Let ................... " ........

there be a potential difference V applied across a plasma gap

of width w. Let the pump cross section be Lw, where L is the 0
dimension in the magnetic field direction. Then, the pump speed

is 3"0t T: (keV) I
S_ = Lwvr, = LwE/BT = LV/BT , _ .......... ,

twhere V = f E. dz_ .._ wE. Note that the v,. a.ad vp pumping ..................
speeds are approximately the same. For the experiments de-
scribed above, L = 2rtr _ I0 m, V/B _. (200 V)/(2 T) = 0

100 m2/s, so SE _. 10 a ma/s. The DIII-D plenum aperture 3006) 3500 4000 _500 5000

speed for 10eV D -_ is also _103m3/s for Bp/BT = 1/4 at the TIME (nlsee}
aperture.

H-Mode Density Control Fig. 8. Bias ,,otential, average density and average temperature during
ELMinE H-n'_.de at 1.2 MA, 2.0T and 12 MW beam heating.

The steady state plasma density during H-mode in DIII-D
is proportional to current and depends on Little else. The den-
sity cannot be varied appreciably by normal operational pro- Conclusions
cedures. However, modest density changes were observed in

ELMing H-mode plasmas during strong divertor bias, as seen Experiments to date show excellent prospects for particle

in Fig. 8. For normal field directions, negative bias reduced ft, control. Neutral gas pressure in the plenum reaches >_10 mtorr
and vice versa. The density changes were accompanied by re- (sufficient for efficient particle remova2)daring ELMing H-mode,

ciprocal changes in the volume-averaged temperature (average when the sepaxatrix is optimally positioned at the entrance. Self-

of T_ and Ti) such that the total energy and energy comq.ne- consistent models axe needed to account for such high pressure.
ment time remained nearly constant. At present there is no fast Such passively developed high pressures are especially sensitive
active pumping in DIII-D, but gettering, by the divertor tiles to separatrix position and plasma density. Divertor bias can
and other vessel surfaces, removes some particles from circula,- shift the SOL particle flow between divertors by the /_ x /_T

tion. There has been no indication of appreciable gettering by drift. In the DIII-D geometry the/_ x /_T drift also transports

the plenum walls, which were baked to ,--300°C but not exposed particles across the SOL and optimally into the plenum entrance
to plasma bombardment. The deuterium content of the 1.0 m a when the sepeuratrix strikes the electrode. Therefore, the diver-

plenum volume is about four time_ the change in deuterium con- tor bias acts as a geometry-insensitive high capacity pump to
tent of the 20 m a plasma in Fig. 8. Therefore, it is likely that the drive plasma into the plenum aperture. Some possible applica-

bias potential altered net recycling. Definitive tests of H-mode tions axe: to reduce vacuum pumping requirements for steady
density control will be possible once active cryogenic pumping state plasmas; to exhaust plasma from low density plasmas; to

is installed in the plenum, establish low collisionality, low density H-mode plasmas for cur-

rent drive; and to make plasma exhaust insensitive to divertor
o geomet_.':r, especially to the variable geometry of swept divertors.
O
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